
InstructionsActivities & Timings

Reading and
Discussion activities -

10 - 13 minutes 

Introduction & discussion  - 5 mins 

Reflection and
discussion 
2- 5 mins 

Evidence: Photographs or comments in the High Five Scrapbook

Sign Post and Safeguard:

Assessment:  H1, H3, H9, H10 

Keep Active
Get Your 60KS1

To understand that there are many different ways we can be physically active.
To identify ways to make better choices for a healthier lifestyle.
To identify physical activities we enjoy as an individual.

Learning Intention

To understand the importance of being physically active for a healthy body and mind.
Success Criteria

Key Vocabulary

 fitness, mental health,  physical health,  physical activity, be active, confidence
Resources

small whiteboards and pens

Any other comments or next steps:

Slide 6  - Read through with ch. Slide 7 - Talk partners
activity. Ch to discuss and answer these questions with their
talk partners. Feedback whole class. Slide 8 - Group  / table
discussion and activity. Who does 60 minutes of exercise a
day? Who thinks they could improve their lifestyle to be
healthier?  Can you think of any ways in which you could be
more active? Slide 9 - Read through with ch. Slide 10 - Read
through different ways to be active with ch. Give ch time to
discuss the questions with a partner. Which have you tried?
Which would you like to try? Slide 11 - Read through free
resources with ch. 

Slide 12 -Reflection. Discuss the questions with ch. At what
points in the day do you think you will be able to be more
active? Before school? During playtimes? After school? At
the weekends?  Slide 13 - Take home task. Slide 14 - Pause,
notice, breathe, play.

Do the High Five Greeting and Check-in. Revisit ground rules.
Slide 4 & 5 - Read through L.I, S.C and key vocabulary with ch.  

Try something new together to encourage being active. For example try  yoga together
using free resources such as Cosmic Kids on Youtube and ask ch for feedback 


